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Estimating exponential sums is a fundamental problem in the theory of Dio-

phantine equations. A typical situation arises when one applies the Hardy-

Littlewood circle method to estimate the number of integral solutions of an

equation. For example, Kloosterman [12] investigated the exponential sums that

now bear his name in order to determine which diagonal quaternary quadratic

forms represent all sufficiently large positive integers. New opportunities arose

with Deligne's proof of the Riemann hypothesis for varieties over finite fields

and the resulting improvement in estimates for exponential sums of several vari-

ables [2]. Heath-Brown [9] used Deligne's work to show that every nonsingular

rational cubic form in at least ten variables represents zero rationally. Hooley

has applied extensions of Deligne's work, due to Katz and Milne, to a variety

of Diophantine problems (see [10] and the references listed therein).

The sharpest bounds for exponential sums in several variables rest ultimately

on Deligne's theorem [3]. To obtain useful bounds from Deligne's theorem,

however, one first needs rather precise information about the /-adic cohomol-

ogy groups associated to the exponential sum. The "best" situation is when

all cohomology groups, except the middle-dimensional one, vanish, but finding

simple conditions on the exponential sum that guarantee that this happens is

a challenging problem and is still an active area of research [11, 1, 4]. For

this reason, it is useful to investigate other cohomology theories associated to

exponential sums, particularly, those that are especially amenable to direct com-

putations of cohomology. In addition, other theories may reveal properties of

exponential sums that are not apparent from the /-adic point of view, even in

cases where the /-adic theory is well understood.

In this research monograph, the author applies his /?-adic cohomology theory

to the study of a general class of character sums over finite fields of character-

istic p. His main concern is to study how sums vary within a family, which

may depend on one or several parameters. The cohomology, it turns out, varies

(/radically ) analytically with the parameters and can be described by systems of
differential equations (or Ü?-modules) of hypergeometric type. In fact, the sys-

tems that arise are exactly those that are often referred to as s>/ -hypergeometric
systems [6].

The main topics of the book are construction of p-adic cohomology spaces,

determination of the region of analyticity of cohomology (as function of the

parameters), and the study of the differential equations that arise. Various clas-

sical hypergeometric functions are discussed as examples of the general theory.

We now make precise some of this general outline.

Let A: be a finite field of cardinality q and characteristic p, and let

/(1), ... , /("2' e k(X\, ... , Xm)[x\, ... , x„,]. (In the book under review it

is assumed that these polynomials are homogeneous in the x's. We believe

this restriction to be unnecessary, but it results in no loss of generality.) We

think of the /'s as polynomials in the x's whose coefficients depend on some
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parameters X\, ... , Xm that will take values in k, the algebraic closure of k .

Let X\ > ••• > Xnt+n2'- kx -» C* be multiplicative characters, where Cp denotes

the completion of the algebraic closure of the p-adic numbers Qp . There is

a canonical multiplicative character co : k —► C* , the Teichmüller charac-

ter, characterized by the fact that its composition with reduction modp is the

identity on A: .It generates the character group of every finite extension of k;

hence, one may write x¡ - w_a' » 0 < a¡ < q - \ . Write X for (X\, ... , Xm)
and a for (a\, ... , a„{+„2). Define a character sum

S,(fl/(<7 - 1), X) = £ flx.ixôfiXn^if^ix)).
x, ,... ,xniek(f.)x 1=1 j=\

One defines Sr(a/(q - 1), X) analogously, replacing k(X) by k(X)r, the exten-

sion of k(X) of degree r, and replacing each multiplicative character by its

composition with the norm map from k(X)r to k(X). Associated to this data

is the L-function

L(a/(q - 1), X; t) = exp Í f>(fl/(« - 1M)£J •

When the polynomials /(;) satisfy a certain regularity condition (which guar-

antees there is a single nonvanishing cohomology group), it is shown that there

exists a p-adic matrix, analytic in a/(q - 1) and co(X), which determines

L(a/{q - 1), X; t). We make this more precise, while omitting certain tech-

nical hypotheses.
For fi e Zn'+"2 there is a square matrix

y M. A)(= VßiA ,..., A„l+rl2, A], ... , Am))

whose entries are analytic functions of (A, A) on a certain region of

(Cp)n<+n*+m . Let (p,,. be defined by <pß(A) = {A+p)/p . Suppose X G (k~X)m sat-

isfies Xp¡ = X¡ for i = I, ... , m , and suppose we have a sequence p^ , ... , p^

e Z"'+"2 satisfying

Vpw ° ■ ■ ■ ° 9ßw{ßl{q - 1)) = a/(q - 1).

Put

a{i)/(q - 1) = fly-,) o ••• o (p^miaKq - 1)).

Then

L(a/(q - 1), X; t)^"^ = det (/ _ Í J[ ^(aW/fo - l),^'"')) ij .

For gauss sums, an analogous formula holds. Since in that case the L-function

is a linear polynomial, the corresponding matrix yß{A, A) is one-by-one. Ap-
propriately normalized, and for an appropriate choice of p. and A, it becomes
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the p-adic gamma function TP(A). Thus this formula may be regarded as

extending the Gross-Koblitz formula for gauss sums [8].

The early chapters of the book are devoted to proving analytic properties

of yß{A, A). This matrix is constructed as the matrix of a certain mapping

(Frobenius)

aA , A', A • ^A', A"        ^A , A '

where JF¿ A isa family of finite-dimensional Cp-vector spaces parametrized

by A, A. Treating A as an indeterminate, one can regard Jl^ A asa mod-

ule over the ring of differential operators in d/dA{, ... , d/dAm . Away from

points A whose reduction mod/? gives a nonregular fW , this defines a con-

nection and, hence, gives rise to a first-order system of differential equations

for each d/dAj. Most of the remainder of the book is devoted to the study of

these systems: solutions at ordinary and singular points, deformation mapping,

contiguity relations, action of Frobenius on solutions.

One question that arises, particularly when one wants to write down interest-

ing examples, is how does one explicitly describe the correspondence between

character sums and differential equations? One way is to make a formal cor-

respondence between integral formulas and character sums. Suppose, for ex-

ample, E(A) is a convergent power series at (0, ... , 0) e Cm with rational

coefficients which has an integral formula

F (A) =/<'•• X*"' (/(1) W)^1 • • • (f("2)(x))^2 d^ ■ • • ̂ SL
JC xl x„t

for some domain C in C"'+"2, where the coefficients of the /(i)'s are rational

functions of A. Then for an appropriate choice of multiplicative characters,

the system of p-adic differential equations corresponding to the character sum

E     f{Xi(Xi)f[x^+j{fu\x))
x€(*(A)x)"i i=\ j=\

has as a solution the series F (A), where now the coefficients of the series are

thought of as lying in Cp . (A complete solution to this correspondence prob-

lem, which does not require knowledge of an integral formula for the power

series F (A), is now known. See [5].) Using this idea, the author discusses in

Chapter 12 the character sums corresponding to various classical hypergeomet-

ric functions.

The last four chapters treat duality, i.e., functional equation for the L-

function L(a/(q - 1), X; t), for a variety of cases. The main condition is a
restriction on a/(q - 1), called nonresonance in the terminology of [7]. This

can be shown to imply purity of the corresponding character sum (i.e., all re-

ciprocal roots of the L-function have absolute value y/q"').

Since the publication of this book, it has been discovered that there are im-

portant connections between Dwork's theory of hypergeometric functions and

the theory of sf -hypergeometric functions of Gelfand, Graev, Kapranov, and

Zelevinsky. It seems likely that these connections will stimulate further devel-

opments in both theories.
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The history of integral equations begins with Abel's famous papers [1,2] and

continues with numerous contributions culminated at the turn of century in the

works of Vito Volterra and Ivar Fredholm. Hence, it may appear somewhat

surprising that only in 1919 Gronwall [4] discovered the integral inequalities

and their use in studying problems of the theory of ordinary differential equa-

tions. During the last forty years the theory of integral inequalities has known

a spectacular growth, and a number of monographs have been dedicated to this

subject (see [3, 5, 6, 9, 11], partially or entirely). The list of references to this

book contains 250 items. To the best of our knowledge, most of the significant
contributions have been included in the references. Applications of integral

inequalities are also treated with particular regard to the theory of ODE, PDE,

IE, IDE, and FDE. These applications illustrate to a reasonable extent the role

of integral inequalities in obtaining for the above-mentioned equations such

properties as uniqueness of solution, dependence of the solution with respect to


